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 If your sister steps on your toe, should you YELL at her or should you say, “I’m 

okay”? (Say, “I’m okay.”) That’s right! Even when we are hurt, Jesus wants us to 

Control (clap) Our Words (cup hands around mouth). 
 

 Show me a sad face. (Kids make a sad face) If your friend is sad, should you CALL 

him a “cry baby” or should you ASK, “What’s wrong?” (Ask, “What’s wrong?”) Yes! 

One way to control your words is to say kind things. 
 

 If you can control your words today, let me see you CLAP your hands up high! (Kids 

will clap hands up high) 

 

 If you can WISE UP this week and control your words, say this after me in a whisper 

voice: (Pause to allow kids to repeat)  
 

I Will (thumbs to chest)  

Control (clap) 

My Words (cup hands around mouth)! 

 

 Show me a mad face. (Kids make a mad face) If your little brother is mad because 

he doesn’t have anyone to play with, should you LAUGH at him or should you ASK 

him to play with you? (Ask him to play with you) That’s right! Instead of laughing, we 

can be WISE and control our words! 
 

 If your grandpa asks you to turn off the TV, should you run away and YELL, “NO!” or 

should you kindly SAY, “Yes sir!” and turn off the TV? (Say “yes sir” and turn off the 

TV) Even when we don’t want to, Jesus will help us to Control (clap) Our Words (cup 

hands around mouth). 
 

 If you can control your words today, let me see you STAND UP and HOP TWO times! 

(Kids will stand up and hop two times) 
 

 If you can WISE UP this week and control your words, say this after me in a deep 

voice: (Pause to allow kids to repeat)  
 

I Will (thumbs to chest)  

Control (clap) 

My Words (cup hands around mouth)! 
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 Show me a happy face. (Kids make a happy face) Does it make you feel SAD or 

HAPPY when your friends are kind to you? (Happy) That’s right! When we control our 

words, it makes others happy to be our friend! 

 

 If your babysitter asks you to clean up your toys, should you STOMP your feet and 

YELL “NO” or should you SAY “yes ma’am”? (Say “yes ma’am”) Even when it is 

hard, Jesus wants us to Control (clap) Our Words (cup hands around mouth). 

 

 If you can control your words today, let me see you STOMP your feet THREE times! 

(Kids will stomp feet three times) 

 

 If you can WISE UP this week and control your words, say this after me in a squeaky 

voice: (Pause to allow kids to repeat)  
 

I Will (thumbs to chest)  

Control (clap) 

My Words (cup hands around mouth)! 
 

 Show me a silly face. (Kids make a silly face) If your friend makes a silly face at you, 

should you YELL, “Leave me alone,” or should you say, “That is funny”? (Say, “That is 

funny!”) Yes! We can have fun and be a good friend when we control our words! 

 

 If your friend accidentally knocks over your juice cup, should you PUSH your friend 

or should you say, “It’s okay”? (Say, “It’s okay.”) Yes! Even when accidents happen, 

Jesus wants us to Control (clap) Our Words (cup hands around mouth). 
 

 If you can control your words today, let me see you PAT your legs FOUR times! (Kids 

will pat legs four times) 

 

 If you can WISE UP this week and control your words, say this after me in a LOUD 

voice: (Pause to allow kids to repeat)  
 

I Will (thumbs to chest)  

Control (clap) 

My Words (cup hands around mouth)! 
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 Let me see you cover your ears. (Kids will cover ears with hands) If your puppy is 

barking really loudly, should you YELL, “Be quiet” or should you PET your puppy and 

SAY, “It’s okay”? (Pet your puppy and say, “It’s okay.”) Yes! Even when it is hard, 

Jesus wants us to Control (clap) Our Words (cup hands around mouth). 
 

 If you want to let your mom know you love her, should you WHINE about the dinner 

she made or SAY, “Thank you for dinner!” (Say, “Thank you for dinner!”) Yes! When 

we say “thank you,” we are controlling our words, but when we whine, we are not. 
 

 If you can control your words today, let me see you WIGGLE five fingers! (Kids will 

wiggle five fingers) 

 

 If you can WISE UP this week and control your words, say this after me in a Willy 

Worm voice: (Pause to allow kids to repeat)  
 

I Will (thumbs to chest)  

Control (clap) 

My Words (cup hands around mouth)! 
 

 Let me see you cover your eyes. (Kids will cover eyes with hands) If your little 

brother shines a flashlight in your eyes, should you SCREAM, “Stop it now!” or should 

you SAY, “Please stop”? (Say, “Please stop”) Yes! Even when it is hard, Jesus wants 

us to Control (clap) Our Words (cup hands around mouth). 
 

 If you want to let your dad know you love him, should you say MEAN things to him 

TELL him “I love you”? (Tell him “I love you”)  Yes! When we Control (clap) Our 

Words (cup hands around mouth) our family and friends will know we love them! 
 

 If you can control your words today, let me see you shake your wiggles out! (Kids 

will shake out wiggles) 

 

 If you can WISE UP this week and control your words, say this after me in your silliest 

voice: (Pause to allow kids to repeat)  
 

I Will (thumbs to chest)  

Control (clap) 

My Words (cup hands around mouth)! 
 


